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Protecting the Honest and Punishing the Corrupt
Shri. Arindam Lai
Dy.CMM/Shell Depot
A lot of the vigilance cases, on close observation, reveal that employees are caught
of procedural lapses, having no financial angle. The punishments are mostly for not adhering
to procedural rules, documentations or delays due to work pressure.
The above should not be taken as a doctrine to sympathize with the ones bitten by
anti-corruption, since this country has plenty of cases of absolute malafide too. The point
which is being tried to emphasize upon is punishing an employee who has been caught
unaware for a minor procedural lapse having almost no loss to exchequer, is highly demotivating to the employee fraternity as a whole. The experienced ones in anti-corruption
admit that the real corrupt who acts from behind often goes scot-free. They are observed to
be too smart to be taken on books.
In this scenario the biggest loser is the organization. Organization loses employees
on frivolous charges of corruption and the corrupt anyway never worked for the organization.
Though there is no dearth of genuine malafide cases, it is sure that there is definitely
something seriously wrong with the present policy of working of anti-corruption.
More thrust should be put on the working system followed in departments rather
than finding faults with individuals, unless the procedural lapse has been the genesis to a
large financial loss to exchequer, or favouritism. Procedural lapses can be covered suitably
by incorporating checks and balances, leveraging of technology and also simplifying the
system of working. As for illustration, the various transparency issues which gave rise to
innumerable complaints in the conventional tendering process have almost subsided by the
introduction of e-tendering. The added benefit is that competition has also increased. The
advent of e-auction has also been seen as the yard stick of transparency. The issues what
remain now are the ones that are mostly dealt manually. Such issues can also be mostly
tackled by employing appropriate technology. The anti-corruption should strive and drive
the executives to this larger aspect.
The second issue for improving transparency in my opinion is simplification of the
process of working. There are many redundant processes that can be scrapped. It is
noteworthy that time saved on redundant processes can be better utilized in fruitful ones.
Anti-corruption should actively assist the executives in designing of systems.
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Thirdly, there needs to be a policy of debriefing the participants in any bidding. There
are lot of allegations after finalization of bids. A policy can be adopted by the government,
wherein any participant, who feels that his / her offer has been unlawfully ignored, can
resort to this provision of debriefing. The participant, on his own cost, can see his own bid
and the participant can be explained of the shortcomings in the bid because of which the bid
could not be considered. In this provision, the participant should be allowed to see his / her
own bid only and not others. This is important to strike a balance between transparency and
confidentiality.
Having put the system in place, the blatant corruption issues should be tackled with
an iron hand. The actions taken on the delinquents need to be exemplary and capable of
sending message at large. As of now, the procedure of disciplinary proceedings seems to
have a perennial flaw. The disciplinary authorities, being isolated individuals, as of now can
be influenced very easily. In addition, the disciplinary authorities restrict themselves due to
many cobwebs and biases in mind. Due to this, the message of intolerance of government
towards corruption does not reach the public at large. Ultimately, the corruption continues.
In my opinion, the levy of penalties arising out of integrity issues should not be left
on individual disciplinary authorities. They should be centrally dealt by multi-disciplinary
committee of offers of appropriate levels. Current system does not recognize the repeated
failures. If an employee repeatedly gets numerous penalties on corruption issues, there is
no provision to take a consolidated view whether the employee should continue in public
service or not. A policy to this effect also will help curb corruption. The additional benefit
of the committee would be that the awards of penalties would be consistent with other
similar cases. The committee would in the long run be, directly or indirectly accountable to
communicate the intolerance of government towards corruption.
Though there can be many other methods of striking balance for protecting the honest
and punishing the corrupt, a policy towards positive vigilance is felt to carry along a longer
way than the present system. The blend of strictness in implementations of law and provision
of apt system of working would curb corruption and at the same time allow the employees
to work efficiently and effectively in the system.

If we are not apart of the solution, then we are the problem.
- Shiv Khera
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Importance of “Morals and Values”, “Honesty and Integrity”
R. Mangayakarasi
OS/CWE/Fur
“If a country is to be corruption free and become a nation of beautiful minds, I strongly
feel there are three key societal members who can make a difference. They are the
father, the mother and the teacher”.
Dr. A.P.J. Abdul Kalam
The practice of good common moral values like kindness, compassion, honesty, morals,
values, ethics, integrity and justice etc., is not dependent on economic or technological
development and on the standard of living.
However, it seems, that during the process of development a number of good traditional
moral values and ethical standards honesty and integrity, have been partly lost:
g Criminality seems to be on the rise, whereas law enforcement appears to be getting
weaker.
g Dishonesty and corruption seem to be spreading whereas transparency and
accountability appear to be in danger to become the exception rather than the rule.
g Even in the spiritual field a growing tendency towards false holiness and pure
formalism without sticking to the core principles and values can be observed.
g As common values have not been stressed enough in the education system, relations
between the different religious and ethnic groups are worsening.
g Last but not least, the pollution of the natural environment has reached a stage
where the health of a growing number of people is directly threatened by very poor
water or / and air quality. The destruction of forests and hills has resulted in mortal
landslides and flooding. Definitely, we are behaving irresponsibility with regard to
the planet which we shall inherit to our children and grand children.
In fact, most of these phenomena in the development process of capitalism or market
economy are not new. All materially and technologically developed countries have faced
and are still facing a more or less serious problem of degradation of moral values and
ethical standards, honesty and integrity. This problem is neither confined to the West nor to
the East, but it is universal.
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The basic reasons for the degradation of moral values, honesty, ethics and integrity in many
economically and technologically developed countries are
v the lack of social, ecological and ethical restrictions on the market economy system.
v the lack of political leaders who practise what they preach about the social, ecological
and ethical responsibilities of public and corporate leaders and
v the lack of good moral and ethical education at home and in the kindergartens,
schools, colleges and universities, especially the lack of education in the common
core values we are share; peace, freedom, justice, respect for life and nature,
kindness, friendship, love and compassion, forgiveness, humility, empathy, honesty,
sincerity, integrity and accountability etc.
Although we are convinced proponents of a secular state, we believe in the necessity
of good morals and ethics based on a faith in a Supreme Divine Being or ultimate reality
responsible for the existence and fate of the Universe and humankind. The values we stand
for are derived from Social Teachings and Ethics. However, we are open to all faiths and
belief systems, even to non-believers, as long as they subscribe in words and deeds to the
universal values of peace, freedom, justice, human rights, democracy and the rule of law.
Governance & Leadership is the art of mobilizing or inspiring people to achieve certain
goals. A key element of responsible leadership is the determination to change society in a
way that will benefit society as a whole. Present and future leaders who want to be
remembered positively by the people should learn that there is more to strive for than just
profit, power and pleasure. Similarly, transparency of decision-making and accountability
should be central to a responsible leader’s mission.
It is important to remember that governance is not necessarily only about the actions
of people in positions of political power but also about those in society who hold positions
of advocacy and who draw their influence primarily from moral persuasion.
One very important requirement for responsible and successful governance in all
fields of society is that leaders have to materialize their commitments. If leaders really
practise what they preach their power of persuasion will be high and they shall be respected.
Conversely, if a corrupt leader asks his subordinates not to indulge in corruption he shall not
be convincing and he shall, therefore, not be able to reduce corruption. He might even be
despised. Or, if a leader talks a lot about peace but, at the same time, his government
continues to buy a substantial amount of weapons his motives will be questioned.
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It is especially important to educate future generation in the common values which all the
different civilizations and faiths share. These common moral values and ethical standards
constitute a humane ethic, or, the ethic of humanity.
There can be no doubt that a globalizing world needs a globalization of moral values
and ethical standards, in short; a global ethic. This is not a new religion but a set of common
moral values and ethical standards which are shared by all faiths. Without a basic consensus
over ethics any society is threatened sooner or later by chaos or a dictatorship. Therefore,
there can be no sustainable world order without a global ethic.
A global ethic means neither a global ideology, nor a single unified global religion
transcending all existing religions, nor a mixture of all religions. Humanity is weary of
unified ideologies.
Instead, “a global ethic seeks to work out what is already common to the religions of
the world now despite their differences over human conduct, moral values and basic moral
convictions. A global ethic does not reduce the religions to an ethical minimalism but
represents the minimum of what the religions of the world already have in common now in
the ethical sphere. It is not directed against anyone, but invites all, believers and nonbelievers, to make this ethic their own and act in accordance with it”.
The global ethic can be summarised in one precept: “Treat others as you would like to be
treated”.
b Have respect for all life, or “You shall not kill”
(As you do not want others to kill you, therefore you should not kill others).
b Deal honestly and fairly, or “You shall not steal”.
(As you do not want others to steal your belongings, therefore you should not steal
their belongings.)
b Speak and act truthfully, or “You shall not lie”.
(As you do not want others to lie to you, therefore you should not lie to others).
b Respect and love one another, or “You shall not commit immorality”.
There are many other moral values and ethical standards which are shared by all
faiths, like the respect of human rights, love, compassion, environment protection, integrity
and accountability. And, there are a number of behaviours which are regarded by all faiths
as sinful. Corruption, for example, is viewed as being equivalent to stealing other people’s
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money and lying to the public. No world religion, no faith and no philosophical belief system
allows stealing and lying.
Prophet Muhammad clearly stated that “it is bribery to give gifts to an officer (in
return for a favour)”. He even predicted that “the one who gives bribes and the one who is
bribed will be in hell”.
About 1000 years earlier, Confucius had already said: “Wealth gained by
unrighteousness will not last”. And the famous Taoist philosopher Laotze had even declared:
“To accumulate wealth and treasures in excess is equivalent to robbery and crime”.
In fact, all inter-culture and interfaith have identified corruption, nepotism, cronyism
and lack of good governance as being amongst the major common concerns of people of
different ethnical and religious backgrounds. Similarly, transparency, integrity, accountability,
honesty, sincerity and responsibility have been identified as being amongst the most
important common moral values and ethical standards of the various faiths and cultures.
The great Mahatma Gandhi once described the “seven social sins of humankind”, amongst
them:
i Politics without (ethical) principles,
i Business without morality,
i Wealth without work,
i Education without character,
i Science without humanity.
All of these social sins have to a certain extent, to do with good governance. It is
therefore, of utmost importance, that present and future leaders have to bear in mind the
legacy of Mahatma Gandhi. That means, amongst others, that we have not only to teach
ourselves and our children the common moral values and ethical standards of humankind
but we have also to practice this global ethic and make sure that our young generations will
adhere to it.
Jai Hind.
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CONSCIENCE
P. Bhuvaneswari
Accounts Assistant
“Let the trust in you go high;
That will make you heave a sigh;
Nip off the inhibition;
Focus towards ambition”
Eshwar got stuck at these lines while reading a book of philosophical poems. He
scrupled about the moment which made him ponder over without even concentrating on his
essential activities. “How could I allow this to enter into my mind?” he chided himself. His
mind was obstinately focusing on the same despite his efforts to rein.
He could see the incident in his mind for the umpteenth time. Though Eshwar had
been earning handful remuneration, necessity overpowered as he had to balance his family’s
expenditure and that of his aged parents. He never frowned to manage until he saw Srikanth
who was working under him and struggling to see both the ends meet as he was prodigal
some years back.
After quite a long span of time, Eshwar happened to meet him. He could feel the
incredible change in his life style the reason for which Eshwar came to understand later.
Unethical means of earning was not a cup of his tea. Nevertheless he could feel a ripple in
his calm and quiet mind when he faced financial crunch.
He strongly believed that it was the reason for his deviated behaviour. As he was
holding an important portfolio he was approached for favours many times out of the way
which eventually went futile. But that morning when the same situation arose he could not
resist uttering that, that could be dealt with the next day. He realized his mistake when it
started haunting him.
He started to the office the next day reluctantly with haunted mind. His legs stopped
when he heard his colleagues conversing about the same. He felt as light as a cuckoo’s quill
after hearing the comment from one of them;
“I think Eshwar sir might have plotted a different idea to misguide them. I am eager
to see what happens”.
Eshwar will certainly manage this. He need not answer his conscience anymore as
no questions will be posed from there.
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Stainless Steel EMU Train Sets for Mumbai
S. Srinivas
CDE/Mech. & CVO
The largest builder of Self-Propelled Vehicles viz., EMU (Electrical Multiple Unit) and
DEMU (Diesel Electrical Multiple Unit) train sets now, ICF produced its first EMUs in 1960s. ICF’s
distinctive series of suburban EMU train sets for Mumbai have now set new standards. During
2006-2012, ICF delivered 130 3-Phase AC/DC Dual Mode EMU train sets with Siemens traction
equipment (1512 coaches) for Mumbai (Western & Central Railways). These were specifically
designed to work on dual traction i.e., 25 kV AC and 1500V DC. These trains not only changed
the look & feel of Mumbai suburban travel but also brought unprecedented accolades.
Coaches of all these trains were built from Cu bearing corrosion resistant Corten Steel (IR
specification M 41).
Mumbai EMU train: meri jan
Come peak hours and each 12 coach EMU train is packed with more than 6000 persons,
more than 500 a coach, even with a train frequency of 2 to 3 minutes. This translates to
passenger loading densities of unparalleled magnitude – 16 passengers per square meters
of floor space.
Suburban EMU’s are the lifeline of this mega polis, helping its 7.5 million people
commute. These train sets are formed by grouping 3 or 4 basic units, each a self-propelled
one with one Motor Coach (for powering) and 2/3 trailer (non-powering) coaches. The higher
powering through more Motor Coaches on an EMU train gives it a higher acceleration –
ideally suited for a suburban service with stops at short distances.
While all possible efforts are made to ensure that the suburban rail services keep
pace with city’s growth, such extraordinary numbers do pose huge challenge to transport
infrastructure, stretching it to the limits. In spite of all pressures, Mumbai Suburban services
offer high efficiency levels.
Super dense crush loading
Mumbai services have been augmented through a World Bank aided capacity building
project. Mumbai Railway Vikas Corporation (MRVC), an IR PSU with equity partnership of IR
and Government of Maharashtra, is responsible for execution of the Mumbai Urban Transport
Project MUTP, that involves multiple infrastructure improvements and additions of enhanced
design train sets.
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Corten steel to stainless steel shell
Until very recently, the coach body of these vehicles was made with a special quality
steel. Such coach bodies call for frequent repairs due to corrosion during the expected life
of 25 years. IR started manufacturing Stainless Steel body coaches through Transfer of
Technology form LHB of Germany in the 1990s. These LHB design coaches are capable of
160 kph run and are used mainly on intercity services. A few years earlier, ICF – for the first
time – came up with a design for Stainless Steel Wide Body EMU Coaches on the LHB
platform, featuring straight sidewalls & large windows. In contrast to the curved sidewall of
the conventional CORTEN steel EMU coaches, the straight side wall provides for additional
standee space with a wider aisle between left & right group of seats for smooth passage.
The coach design was pre-verified with Finite Element Analysis for adequacy of strength
using modern CAE tools at ICF’s Design & Development facility. The first Stainless Steel
Shell successfully went through the ‘Squeeze Test’ with Vertical (Uniformly Distributed Load)
of 76t & Squeeze Load of 101 t at ICF test facility, in presence of RDSO team.
The special feature of the “straight sidewall design” is the interlock provided between
horizontal & vertical stiffener members for both the side wall and end-wall subassemblies.
Such interlocking introduces & facilitates aligned stress flow, enhanced strength, improved
geometric integrity and resistance to distortion.
MUTP Phase-II
ICF is now in the midst of executing MUTP Phase-II manufacture of 72 EMU train sets
(12 coaches each, 864 coaches). The first 2 prototype trains with stainless steel body
coaches, dispatched in 2013, have recently been pressed into service on being cleared,
including oscillation trails by RDSO, after rigorous field trials for more than a year. Unlike
the MUTP Phase-I trains, the new trains will run only under 25 kV AC OHE as the Mumbai
suburban system is now fully converted to 25kV, with the last DC Traction EMU service
running of 8th June 2015 on Central Railway.
Weight reduction
In spite of wider body design, weight reduction of 0.5t (trailer coach) to 1 t(motor
coach) for different builds of MUTP Phase-II coaches was possible due to innovative use of
light weight structural members and water cooled inverters.
The stainless steel body coaches are ‘near maintenance free’ and expected to last
the full coach life of 35 years. Besides, the exterior gives undulation free look.
ICF had to fine tune its vendor supply chain for Stainless Steel Sidewalls & Roof sets
to streamline its production belt that was suitable only for the conventional EMU coaches
9
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made of Corten Steel - Entirely new infrastructure was needed for making MUTP Phase-II
coaches with Stainless Steel Roof & Straight Sidewalls but space constraints could not permit
this luxury of new dedicated infrastructure. The Shell Unit modified its existing fixtures (for
fabricating coach subassemblies) without affecting their suitability to make the conventional
shells – making way for “Universal Fixtures” suiting all coach shells varieties.
Traction: DC to 3-Phase AC
Earlier EMU trains on Mumbai suburban system run on DC propulsion system wherein
1500 V DC (installed in 1925) is stepped down to power DC Traction Motors attached to
each Motor Coach axle. A set of Tap Changers & Relay Circuits were used to regulate the
current fed to these motors.
The current MUTP-II EMU train sets are equipped with state-of-the-art “IGBT 3-Phase
Propulsion System” along with Regenerative Braking. The 3-Phase technology uses Variable
Voltage Variable Frequency Circuits & Microprocessor based Train Control & Management
System to propel the train through AC 3-Phase Squirrel Cage Induction Motors. The technology
also comes with regenerative braking wherein during the braking of the train, the 3-Phase
Traction Motors begin functioning as Generators thus feeding back the power to the OHE
wire, resulting in up to of 35% energy saving as compared to Conventional DC Propulsion
System.
The New Generation EMU also deploys a Train Management System that integrates
and multiplexes signals for control & monitoring through a multivehicle bus for achieving
the purpose. It was important to handle and lay special purpose cables for this. Multiplexing
and Data Transmission – the electromagnetic interface among the cables & circuits – are
very important considerations as the effect of EM1 could affect the controls of the train,
thus proving to be disastrous. To overcome this problem of EMI & EMC, the control circuits
were divided into 3 categories A, B & C and certain minimum clearance prescribed among
the three. The cables are thus laid inside aluminium conduits with due observance of
prescribed distance – added to this earth connection is provided every 1 meter taking care
of shielding.
Load Proportionate Braking
The weight of each of the coach on train (inclusive of passenger weight) – captured
through Pressure Sensors mounted on bogies(under trucks) – is interfaced with ‘Brake
Computer’ thus enabling ‘Load Proportionate Braking’. At the same time, the Sensors also
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detect a ‘failed’ air spring on bogie whose location gets indicated on Driver’s Display Panel
to prompt preventive action.
Forced Air Ventilation
In event of 600 commuters occupying a Trailer Car (‘Super Dense Crush Passenger
Loading’), a serious problem passenger ‘suffocation’ arises as within minutes of near-total
absence of fresh atmospheric air, the concentration of Carbon-dioxide rises to unacceptable
levels. The ANSI (American National Standards Institute) and ASHRAE (American Society of
Heating, Refrigerating and Air-conditioning Engineers) Standards for ‘Ventilation for
Acceptable Indoor Air Quality’ recommend that the steady-state CO2 concentration, in a
closed space, shall not exceed 700ppm above atmospheric levels. These coaches now have
the provision of ‘Forced Ventilation System’, designed to deliver 15000 Cubic Meters of fresh
air into each coach.
Special Features
We conducted a user survey on EMU trains supplied under MUTP Phase-I to obtain
feedback of commuters. At the designing stage inputs were taken from the National Institute
of Design (NID) Ahmedabad to streamline & improve car interiors. Thus, it was possible to
introduce & implement a large number of path-breaking innovations in these new train sets.
These coaches have specially designed interior meeting the passenger expectations
and an international feel. The individual grills on the ceiling ducts for diffusion of the fresh
air forced from roof mounted blowers are now replaced by streamlined grills that run the
coach length. The grill blades are profiled, placed & assembled with changing angles so as
to direct the air into the aisle space as also on the sides, thus ensuring that fresh air is
blown on the standing and seated passengers.
The interior wall, roof and ends of coaches are with Aluminium Composite panels
wherein the fasteners are concealed inside aluminium extrusions, streamlined to match
with the shape of interior space.
Attractive colour scheme
Coach exteriors are in polyurethane paint with attractive metal finish. Colours, pattern
& the signage for coach exteriors are developed with assistance of National Institute of
Design, Ahmedabad. The unique distinctive colour scheme and signage exhibit a different &
fabulous look enabling easy identification of coaches.
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For the first time, the ‘Injection Molded Polycarbonate’ is being used as material for
passenger seats of a commuter train giving the train interiors an entirely pleasantly fresh
and different look. Seat back-rest is ergonomically designed and profiled to impart enhanced
comfort to the commuter. Molded parts of seat are ribbed in rear to have sufficient strength
while subject to rough use in peak traffic hours.
Hand holds from same material on inside roof are twin-pronged to ensure access to
a lot more standing commuters. The hand hold is on stainless steel “Ball-and-Socket
mounting” that can be manipulated easily in any direction by the commuter. First Class
compartment of the train is with cushioned seats designed & made to give ergonomic support
to commuter’s back & neck.
During peak hours, the commuters are left with no option but to stand in space lying
between opposite row of seats, the outer portion of luggage rack is designed as ‘grab rails’
to provide additional hand holding.
Aluminium chequer sheet flooring used so far has now been replaced by AISI 304
grade Stainless Steel ‘Slip-free Sheets’ for safety, ruggedness and wear resistance.
GPS based public information
The train is equipped with a passenger friendly system that announces Station Name,
Exist Side (L or R), alert when approaching next station, Safety cautions & such other useful
information. The PIS is linked with GPS Positioning System for accurate and automatic forecast.
Two double sided LED display boards in the middle and single-sided displays at either ends
of coach ensure visibility to maximum number of passengers.
Some more interior features
v Stainless steel doorway partitions with honeycomb sandwich panels for added strength
v Aluminium sliding double doors with rugged branded locks & latches
v Stainless steel grab poles at doorways with knurled finish to ensure effective hand
grip.
v Improved ergonomic driver’s cab for driving comfort
v Electrical motor driven windscreen wipers for enhanced reliability
v Aesthetically positioned LED destination board on driver’s cab for long distance view
The new MUTP Phase-II EMU trains received so well soon on introduction into passenger
services, have though raised expectations of Mumbai commuters multiple times. ICF strives
to induct every possible improvement to its product line as demanded by users.
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CASE STUDIES
1. During vigilance check in one of the shops, it was found that full salary was paid to the
staff even during their absence. It came to light that some of the shop artisans in nexus
with time office staff claimed salary during their absence from the duty. During the
check, it was noticed that some staff have benefitted and over payment has been made
for 265 man days. It was advised to recover the over payment amounting to Rs 2.45
Lakhs. Major penalty proceedings initiated against the two Time office staff.
2. On a check in the quality of outsourced material pre-inspected by RITES, it has come to
the light that one of the artisan undertakes rectification work of defective purchased
items for monetary benefit. The artisan was contacted through phone as an ICF vendor
and requested to do the rectification work. He agreed to do the rectification work. Decoy
check was conducted on the subsequent day and he was caught red-handed while
accepting money from decoy. He was taken up under DAR.
3. Check was conducted in the supply of high value items. During the check discrepancies
were noticed in actual supply and the PO description of schaku coupler supplied by one
vendor. As per the PO description, firm has to supply two parts End-A and End-B which
forms part of a set. However, it was noticed that firm had supplied only End-A. The item
was pre-inspected and passed by RDSO. Since it was pre-inspected item, Receipt Order
note was issued by Furnishing Depot without ascertaining the actual receipt. Stores
Dept. has been advised to recover the payment so far made ie. Rs 79.42 Lakhs and
impose LD Rs 7.92 Lakhs. A major Penalty proceeding has been initiated against official
who issued the Receipt Order Note. RDSO Vigilance has been advised to take action
against four Inspecting Engineers of RDSO/I&L.
4. Check was conducted in the works contract executed for Material handling. Availability
of FLTs and staff recorded in the Measurement Book was scrutinized with contract staff
entry details maintained by the RPF. It has come to light that on one Sunday, payment
was made to the contractor based on the details. However, there was no proof for the
staff entering the factory premises in the RPF gate register. Suitable recovery was made.
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5. On a check in payment of stores bill, it was noticed that one P.O consists of 3 components.
As per the PO condition one component has to be inspected by RITES/Northern Region
and other two items by ICF. However, inspection charges has been released to RITES for
inspecting 3 components. Accounts branch was advised to recover the excess payment
made to RITES.
6. As part of preventive check, checks were conducted in the quarters to detect for subletting of quarters if any. It was noticed that six employees have sublet their railway
accommodation. Minor penalty proceedings were recommended against the erred
officials. Apart from the above, action was taken for immediate vacation of the quarters.
7. Many checks on the delivery of scrap disposal were conducted during the year 2014-15
in which about 3 cases were detected for delivering the items which were not part of the
delivery order description. Minor penalty proceedings/Administrative Action was
recommended against the delinquent employees.
8. Preventive check was conducted in the quality of RITES passed item. The following two
items inspected by RITES/ Western Region and Northern Region were taken for check.
a. Firm has offered 56 nos Bogie Frame Transom for Inspection, Inspecting Engineer/
WR had passed the material after inspection. As per the standard IS-2500 part-I,
Level-II 20 pieces are to be inspected for a sample size of 56 Nos. On scrutiny of test
plan submitted by Inspecting Engineer along with IC (Inspection Certificate) it was
found that Inspecting Engineer had checked only 5 nos. and passed the material. The
dimensional check sheet submitted by Inspecting Engineer reveals that tolerance
indicated in the drawing for critical dimensions were ignored and open tolerance
was adopted while inspecting the item. The item was rejected and rejection was
upheld during joint inspection. Payment of Rs. 6.71Lakhs made to the vendor for the
supply of 56 nos. of transom was recovered. RITES Vigilance has been advised to
take action against the Inspecting Engineer.
b. PU paint supplied for application of coach exterior was checked. The Paint was
manufactured and supplied to ICF on 03.07.2015 ie. within 30days from the date of
inspection. As per the description of PO, the PU paint has to confirm to RDSO
specification M&C/PCN/100/2013. Two types of tests are indicated in the specification
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and as per specification minimum time of 35 to 40 days is required for completion of
all tests. On scrutiny of test certificate submitted by the Inspecting Engineer/RITES,
it was found that IE witnessed only some tests conducted in the vendor premises
and has passed the paint without verifying the results of following tests
i
ii.
iii
iv
v

Resistance to spray test
Protection against corrosion.
Humidity test.
Accelerated test
Accelerated weathering test
The paint was rejected and during joint inspection the rejection was upheld. As was
decided in the joint inspection the samples were sent to Govt. lab for testing.

Hapiiness is not something ready made. It comes from your own actions.
- Confucius
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ϳϱ

ϰϬ

ϯϵ

ϮϬ

ϭϴ

Ϭ

EŽǀΖϭϰͲĚĞĐΖϭϰ
:ĂŶΖϭϰͲKĐƚΖϭϰ
:ĂŶΖϭϱͲKĐƚΖϭϱ



ZĞƐƵůƚƐŽĨsŝŐŝůĂŶĐĞŚĞĐŬƐ
^ů
EŽ
ϭ͘
Ϯ͘
ϯ͘
ϰ͘

ĞƐĐƌŝƉƚŝŽŶ

ϮϬϭϰ

EŽŽĨDĂũŽƌƉĞŶĂůƚǇ
EŽŽĨDĂũŽƌƉĞŶĂůƚǇ
EŽŽĨDŝŶŽƌWĞŶĂůƚǇ
EŽŽĨDŝŶŽƌWĞŶĂůƚǇ
EŽŽĨĂĚŵŝŶŝƐƚƌĂƚŝǀĞĂĐƚŝŽŶ
EŽŽĨĂĚŵŝŶŝƐƚƌĂƚŝǀĞĂĐƚŝŽŶ
ZĞĐŽǀĞƌǇͬƵŶĚĞƌƌĞĐŽǀĞƌǇ
ZĞĐŽǀĞƌǇͬƵŶĚĞƌƌĞĐŽǀĞƌǇ

ϭ
Eŝů
ϭ
ϭ͘ϭϳ
>ĂŬŚƐ
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ϯϬ


ϮϬϭϱ
ϮϬϭϱ
hƉƚŽKĐƚ͛ϭϱ
hƉƚŽKĐƚ͛ϭϱ
ϱ
ϵ
ϭϱ
ϵϮ͘ϴϮ
ϵϮ͘ϴϮ
>ĂŬŚƐ
>ĂŬŚƐ

VIGILANCE BULLETIN

Accounts
DOs
1. Ensure that all corrections / alterations in bills are attested by the competent person,
authorized to do so.
2. Prepare checklists for each type of expenditure / bills and follow them scrupulously.
3. Ensure that the expenditure incurred by an officer is within his competency.
4. Ensure that the payments made are witnessed by the authorized person only.
5. Preserve vouchers / documents, as prescribed in Appendix-XIV, of the code of Accounts
Department.
6. Ensure that no time barred cases are admitted without condonation / sanction from
competent authority.
7. Follow prescribed time schedule for passing of accounts and financial bills.
8. Expenditure should not prima-facie be more than the occasion demands and exercise
the same vigil in public expenditure as in respect of your own money.
9. Ensure that your power of sanction of expenditure does not directly or indirectly
come to your own advantage.
10. Ensure that public money is not used for the benefit of a particular person or a
section unless the expenditure is insignificant or directed by Court of Law or is in
line with policy / custom.
11. Ensure that the amount of allowance granted to meet the expenditure of a particular
type does not become a source of profit to the recipient.
12. Avoid as far as possible post-facto regularization.
13. Always follow the laid down instructions and codal provisions.
14. Be fair, impartial and transparent in all dealings.
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VIGILANCE BULLETIN
DON’Ts
1. Do not pass duplicate bills without investigating / verifying the reasons, for submission
of duplicate bills.
2. Do not admit and pass supplementary bills without properly verifying the main claim
and making necessary endorsement in the main / original bill.
3. Do not entertain bills with corrections / alterations, which have not been attested by
the competent person.
4. Do not admit and pass bills out of turn, unless the officer concerned has authorized
so.
5. Bills which have some discrepancy, in emergent cases, should not be passed without
approval of the officer concerned. It may also be ensured that the amount is entered
in ‘objectionable items’.
6. Do not allow amount passed as advance, for incurring expenditure beyond the
reasonable period and call for the final bills, for clearing the suspense head (MAR).
7. Do not allow unconnected items in PF accounts to figure in the PF ledger for a long
time, as passage of time would affect PF account of employee.
8. Do not forget to conduct periodical checks, wherever prescribed.
9. Do not pass pay orders for short passed amount until written communication is
received from the DCP and after thorough verification of the bill.
10. Exceed your power in any matter. Where higher authority’s approval is to be taken or
finance concurrence is to be taken, ensure that such approvals or concurrence are
taken in advance before taking any action.
11. Bypass any laid down instructions or codal provisions.
12. Be excessively secretive where it is not required.
13. Sign any documents without having read or understood it.
14. Resort to shortcuts and follow the procedures.
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VIGILANCE BULLETIN

Engineering (Tender & Contracts)
DOs
1. Ensure that justification of work and estimate for requirement of material / stores to
be procured are properly done with proper care in a realistic manner with the approval
of the competent authority.
2. Survey the market rates consider the rebates offered by the manufacturers / suppliers
on the rates quoted in the price list and make a proper / realistic rate analysis before
finalizing the estimate and tender schedules.
3. Ensure adequate publicity of tender notices through newspapers and website.
4. Ensure adequate time for participation in tender.
5. Ensure availability of tender box in advance.
6. Clearly mention the eligibility criteria in the tender notice as well as in the tender
document.
7. Ensure that the reasonableness of rates is examined critically, logically and technically,
economically, practically both in respect of total cost and rates of important individual
items.
8. Ensure that tender committee constituted is of competent level of officers specified
as per extant rules and nominated at an appropriate level.
9. Ensure that all special conditions having financial implications are evaluated to arrive
at correct intense position of the offers.
10. Ensure that comparative statement and briefing note have been prepared and duly
signed by the concerned officials on each page with dates.
11. Record the relevant and valid reasons both technical and / or financial for by passing
the lowest offer if it is not acceptable.
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VIGILANCE BULLETIN
DON’Ts
1. Do note split work or split the quantity to be procured to call for separate tenders to
keep the value of the work within the powers of a particular executive.
2. Do not draft tender conditions/ eligibility criteria or specification of material or
working schedule favouring a particular tenderer / contractor.
3. Do not alter the eligibility criteria laid down while calling tender during consideration
of the offers received after opening of the tender.
4. Do not advise the tender committee prior to their deliberations on the suitability or
otherwise of any particular offer.
5. Do not operate / incorporate any new non-schedule items without sanction of the
competent authority. In exceptional cases where it has to be done, maintain necessary
site records with the approval of the competent authority.
6. Do not accept a single tender received in response to a call for a limited tender
unless it is very urgent and permission from the competent authority is obtained.
7. Do not twist, suppress, exaggerate or manipulate facts in the T.C.

Be faithful in small things because it is in them that your strength lies.
- Mother Teresa
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VIGILANCE BULLETIN

PERSONNEL DEPARTMENT
DOs
1. Maintain all basic documents, records, policy instructions and guard files properly
and up to date.
2. Ensure self-contained notes are put up connecting relevant instructions.
3. Have an Action Plan for filling up both Direct Recruitment and Promotee Quota
vacancies duly assessing anticipated vacancies and lead time required for filling up
of posts.
4. Attend to employee grievances with promptness and a positive attitude.
5. Educate employees on their dues and benefits and ways to avail the same.
6. Remember to follow check lists for important activities like selections, settlement of
staff etc.
7. Plan in advance. Do not keep delaying till the last minute.

He that can have patience can have what he will.
- Benjamin Franklin
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VIGILANCE BULLETIN
DON’Ts
1. Do not cause delay in disposal of pending matters. It can harm an employee severely.
2. Do not accept any favours for doing / completing a work.
3. Do not ill-treat or misbehave with an employee.
4. Do not give un-due favours not due to an employee. Check all claims properly.
5. Do not work casually and somehow complete the work – mistakes can occur causing
serious problems.
6. Do not close your mind to new ideas or new ways of doing things, keep abreast of
technological developments.
7. Do not neglect to prepare and send periodic reports and statements.
8. Do not expect others to complete your work, or, allow other to hand your work.
9. Do not fail to update yourself on changes in policies, instructions.

Everything has beauty, but not everyone sees it.
- Confucius
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VIGILANCE BULLETIN

STORES DEPARTMENT
DOs
1. Ensure correct description, specification, drawing numbers, quantity etc., in the
purchase order.
2. Indicate quantity both in figures and words.
3. Ensure that the quantity indented is as per approval of the approving authority.
4. Specify a reasonable delivery period. Avoid items like “urgent” and “immediate”
and be specific about the date by which the material is required.
5. Avoid calling for supplies to sample as far as possible.
6. While approving quantity on indents, ensure that the quantity is fully justified in
relations to the assets for which the procurement is to be made.
7. Ensure attestation of corrections if any in quantity, estimated last purchase rates
and description on the indents by the competent authority.
8. Before signing / countersigning any indent, satisfy yourself for the requirements,
estimated rates, description and specification.
9. Avoid mentioning brand name of product as far as possible.

People don’t care how much you know they want to know how much you care
- Shiv Khera
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VIGILANCE BULLETIN
DON’Ts
1. Do not furnish specification that are tailor made to attract offers from only one or
two suppliers.
2. Do not submit more than one indent for each quantity approval.
3. Do not submit non-stock indent for a stock item, except under special circumstance
recording the reasons for the same.
4. Do not split the demand to bring within certain limit.
5. Do not certify urgency unless you are fully and personally satisfied about it as this
may lead to purchase at a higher rates.
6. Do not delay in disposal of tender cases.

A minute’s success pays the failure of years.
- Robert Browning
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